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Background 

Guest Appearances: Dance companies’ present short works before main dance 
performers.  

Throughout the 2010-2011 Season of scheduled performances, our eight 
consortium dance companies participated in “guest appearances” previewing their 
upcoming work just prior to the main company’s performance in the same evening.  
This was a challenge both because this created a much more complex logistical issue 
(the Cowles Center was still under construction and not yet open) and there was a 
lot of coordination of talent and expense. The tight scheduling also created little 
opportunity to promote these special events, so most audiences were not aware of 
the ‘preview’ performances prior to sitting in the audience.  

The companies did find that this was a valuable experience even with the 
limitations.  The Artistic Directors have found the “Guest Appearances” at each 
other’s performances to be more engaging to the dance companies and more 
energizing to all participants. There is more interest in continuing to develop this 
beyond the projects end date though the funding is not yet identified. This past 
winter/spring had three Guest Appearances and the surveys from those events 
suggest that these are valued experiences though significantly increasing awareness 
will take time.  Here are some general findings from those audience surveys: 

“Influence on audience” 

 •“Nice to have vs. need to have” 

 •Skewed toward an “enhanced experience” 



 •Generally half of audience is “somewhat or more likely” to attend  

“General” 

 •50% seeing 3 or more performances annually 

 •Overwhelmingly popular response to program but short length is better 

 •Audience recognized that this was quite unusual to share performance time 

 •Seems to be more appealing/greater impact when showcasing similar dance 
 styles/genres (i.e. modern/modern) 

 

 

Project Replication and Lessons to Share 

Initial reluctance was due in part to the complex process of scheduling these special 
events. Audiences should be made aware of this “added value” to strengthen the 
programs awareness. This is fairly expensive and requires significant investment. 
Even with keeping the “guest appearances” simple there are many elements that 
need coordination and include hard costs – paying the artists for the short 
performance, crew and theater costs. 

This program was well received by all participants – dance companies, dancers and 
audiences.  There is potential to re-introduce as a Cowles Center Guest Appearance 
Program or Possibly choose to do guest performances on a lesser sold evening to 
add value and incent ticket sales. 


